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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P054-51-7
EAN: 5060520953403
Size: mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

799 SEK

Featuring all same 5-in-1 stand positions and functionality as the original Origami case but stronger for
those who need extra protection, the Origami Shield is  Certified Military Standard (MIL-STD-810G) .
This means we’ve independently drop tested the case (with a real iPad inside)  26 times onto a hard
surface from over 4ft (1.2m) high ! You can rest assured, your iPad is safe in the Origami Shield!

The magnetic cover is made from PU (exactly the same touch and feel as Apple's Smart Cover) and the
back is made from a shock-absorbent TPU and clear PET window — meaning your iPad is fully drop
protected, but also visible (allowing you to see Engraving, Personalisation, ID or Asset Tagging on the
back of the iPad).

The 5-in-1 “Origami” folding style  of the smart cover is what makes it really exceptional in terms of
functionality and usability.

It offers a total of 5 different stand for your iPad:  

• 1 x ergonomic typing position (same as Apple's Smart cover)

• 1 x upright viewing position (same as Apple's Smart cover)

• 1 x upright wide base position (perfect for tray tables or unstable surfaces)

• 1 x low wide base (position, ideal for using in bed or on the sofa).

• 1 x portrait position (perfect for FaceTime and video calls).

This iPad case is designed to fit the new iPad Air 10.2-inch (2019/2020) . It also allows full access to
cameras, volume buttons and charging points whilst providing complete protection.  The Origami
Shield’s smart cover works with the iPads sleep-wake function, putting your device to sleep mode when
the cover is closed and extending your battery life by up to 20%. 
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